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Get all the best moments in pop culture and entertainment delivered to your inbox. Cancer is happening right now, which is why our fundraising is for Cancer Research UK at the moment. There is no time to lose! Donate today and help bring the day forward when all cancers are cured.
Donating through these pages is simple, quick, and completely secure. Your details are safe with Cancer Research UK. Page 2 You need Javascript enabled in your browser to donate or to edit your own Giving page. How to enable Javascript in your browserYy can also make a donation to
Cancer Research UK by visiting one of our stores or calling our call centre 0300 1234452. Lines are open Monday through Friday 8:00AM - 6:00PM. Cancer is happening right now, which is why our fundraising is for Cancer Research UK at the moment. There is no time to lose! Donate
today and help bring the day forward when all cancers are cured. Donating through these pages is simple, quick, and completely secure. Your details are safe with Cancer Research UK. Over the past few months, Netflix has undergone a major brand transformation - and not in a good way.
They went from being a trendy, convenient video provider to a bubbly, greedy, corporate entity — and the significance of this transformation has shown itself in terms of canceled subscriptions (more than 800,000 accounts lost in the third quarter alone) and a plunging stock price (a drop of
nearly 75% since July). What caused this massive fall from grace? At its core, of course, were financial challenges. Netflix faces increased competition and higher operating costs. But Netflix leadership made a fatal mistake while planning their response to these challenges - they couldn't
consider the power of public perception. Netflix announced in July that they were separating their online streaming services from their DVD service — and that customers would have to pay for both. In effect, this amounted to a 60% price increase. In what should have been a predictable
outcome, there was a massive costume outcry, especially online. Quite simply, Netflix leadership has failed to account for the reality that customers will see their reorganization as a major price hiy, and that these upset customers will vocalize their frustration online. It got worse. Over the
weeks following their July announcement, Netflix held firm. They acknowledged customer confidentially but took no steps to solve the problem. In September, they announced they were creating a separate company and website to handle their DVD services, known as Qwikster. Once
again, they failed to address customer perception – as this solution in no way addressed customer concerns. The response was negative, and eventually Netflix deleted the idea. The lesson here? Perception matters. If Netflix had created a more palatable strategy to address their financial
concerns, their dramatic fall from grace could have been avoided. Netflix management seems to recognize their mistake and the next in a shareholder letter: $7.99 for unlimited streaming and $7.99 for unlimited DVD are both very aggressive low prices, relative to competition and the value
of the services, and they're the right place for Netflix to be in the long term. What we misjudged was how quickly to move there. We have exacerbated the problem with our lack of explanation about the rising cost of expanding streaming content, and steady DVD costs, so that... many
considered us greedy. Finally, we announced and then revoked a separate brand for DVD. While this brand incident further denied our reputation and caused a temporary cancellation surge, compared to our price change, its impact was relatively small. Don't repeat their mistake. Think
about the impact of the decisions you make, as the CEO of your business, through the prism of your customer's standing. It's not enough to make decisions that work internally for your business – it should also make sense for your customers. Never forget the power of perception when it
comes to building a strong company brand! JW Dicks (@jwdicks) &amp; Nick Nanton (@nicknanton) are best-selling authors consulting for small- and medium-sized businesses on how to build their business through personality-driven marketing, personal brand expression, guaranteed
media and mining hidden business assets. They offer free articles, white papers, and case studies on their website. [Image: Flickr user Rev. Xanatos Satanicos Bombasticos (ClintJCL)] From disappointing Netflix earnings to Tesla's offensive quarter, we're looking at whether any stock is
worth buying now. After last week's big run-up on an analyst's positive note, traders should look to short Netflix stock at any further strength. Skip navigation! Spencer PlattGetty Images Netflix's latest true-crime film, Lost Girls, based on the 2013 book with the same name, follows the story
of Mari Gilbert, a mother seeking her daughter Shannan Gilbert, a sex worker who disappeared on Long Island in 2010. Police were unable to find Shannan's body until a year later when his death was found in a swamp on Oak Beach. But her case published widely because during the year-
long search for Shannan, police uncovered 10 other bodies in the same area. And most of the victims found were female sex workers. Police believe the same person was responsible for all 10 murders — a person now referred to as the Long Island Serial Killer (LISK). To this day, the
identity of the killer is still unknown, but new evidence found in January could bring the authorities closer to catching this man. Here's everything we know about the LISK, from who he might be to where he is now. He is responsible for killing at least 10 bodies found in Long Island, NY.
According to ABC, on Dec. 11, 2010, when police searched Gilgo Beach, along Ocean Parkway for Shannan Gilbert, they found the body of another woman named Melissa Barthelemy, a 24-year-old sex worker (the same age and occupation as as Two days later, three more victims were
found, including Amber Lynn Costello, 27, Megan Waterman, 22, and Maureen Brainard-Barnes, 25.Fast forward three months, in March 2011, the remains of Jessica Taylor, 20, were also found on Gilgo Beach. And in April 2011, three more bodies were discovered, including an
unidentified woman, an Asian man and a 2-year-old girl. A week after that, the last two victims were found in neighboring county, including the toddler's mother. All the remains were discovered in the search for Gilbert and in relatively close together along Ocean Parkway. Some were found
as close as .5 miles apart, ABC reported. The killer's profile was narrowed. According to the New York Times, the LISK is probably a white man in his mid-twenties to mid-forties who is very familiar with the South Coast of Long Island and has access to slapbags. It was found e-5 5 5 in.
They also believe he has a good amount of knowledge when it comes to law enforcement techniques, and he may even be part of law enforcement, which has helped him stay free all the time. This is someone who can walk into a room and look like your average Joe, Scott Bonn, an
assistant professor of sociology at Drew University in Madison, N.J. told the Times. He needs to be convincing enough and rational enough that he is able to convince these women to meet him on these terms. He demonstrated social skills. He may even be charming. As for technique, the
killer appears to be a creature of habit or rituals. All the bodies were found near each other. He didn't stumble upon that spot, Jim Clemente, former FBI's special agent, told the Times. He has some familiarity with it. The same goes for his murderous tools. The LISK often used clap bags to
wrap up the women's remains. For me, it takes away from his forensic sophistication and criminal sophistication and adds to the possibility that he is more interested in this ritual aspect, Clemente said. The Long Island Serial Killer was also known for calling the family members of the victims
after their deaths. Amanda Barthelemy, the younger sister of Melissa Barthelemy, was tormented by the killer in a series of violent and sexually explicit calls made from locations in and around Midtown Manhattan, Vice reported. Police recently found property belonging to the suspected
LISK. Finally, the identity of the LISK is still unknown. But on January 16, 2020, new hopes were revealed. Investigators shared a previously undisclosed piece of evidence with the public and released photos of a belt taken at the crime scene. The black leather belt embossed two letters on
it: WH or HM, depending on how you look at it. Authorities believe it was handled by the killer, according to NBC New York. Fingers crossed it brings them one step closer to finally solving this case. content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported imported this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may need more information about this and similar content in this piano.io piano.io
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